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The unit project that I chose to revise was my unit 2 project that included the review of a 

piece of media, and the non-academic criticism. I chose to revise these assignments because I 

received a low grade due to missing information, and due to writing in the wrong context. Some 

revisions that I decided to make for my review of a piece of media is to start off my introduction 

automatically letting the reader know what movie I’m reviewing, and the main plot. This advice 

was given to me by Professor Olivia Wood because she was personally confused herself when 

reading my introduction as to what I was reviewing and what the movie was exactly about. I also 

decided to edit out major events that were spoilers in my review, because spoilers shouldn’t be 

included in any movie review unless the readers are given a warning. I decided to edit these out 

instead of giving a warning because I personally hate spoilers, so I wouldn’t want to spoil the 

movie for anyone else. Instead of including spoilers, I decided to include suspense so that it can 

motivate the reader to watch the movie themselves. Also, not including spoilers fits better into 

the context of reviewing a piece of media. For my non-academic criticism I didn’t change any of 

my previous work on the document, instead I included a paragraph that was missing. The 

paragraph that I added was missing information as to why the choices I made in my 

non-academic criticism was appropriate for the medium I chose which was Twitter. I also 

included how my non-academic criticism related to the genre norms of Twitter. Including this 

paragraph completed my non-academic criticism because it was as if a piece of information was 

missing. 


